
 

Chapter 451: Take me away 

  

“But isn’t it bad?” 

 

Harvey bit the cat-smoke and said: “If all work will erase memories, then how do we go to the ground 

city to gather intelligence?” 

 

“I can work a part-time mnemonicist to retrieve your deleted memories.” Igola said: “But as the 

intelligence said, these “work apocalypse” memories are harmful to me, and many people have stepped 

on it for us. Pit-There are too many magicians who want to use the “Working Apocalypse” to study the 

loopholes of the “Infinite Apocalypse”, but whether it is them or their test objects, the result is the 

complete decline of their souls. ” 

 

“Death?” Harvey frowned. “Their soul is dead?” 

 

“Almost, those working memories are like poisons that will accelerate the aging of the soul.” Igola said: 

“However, it is okay to restore the memory once or twice. After all, we are still young, but…” 

 

Ya Xiu was startled slightly, and immediately looked at the pale pansy. 

 

Don’t look at Panji, who is still a handsome blue-haired boy, but he is now more than sixty years old. 

Even being a magician will enhance the quality of the soul, but it will not increase the lifespan of the 

soul—just like no matter how strong the body is, it cannot resist aging, but it can fight disease. 

 

“… Investigation does not require everyone to go together.” Panji stood up and said: “I can stay in the 

underground city and wait for you, and wait for the action day before I invade the palace with you. You 

only need to lead the way, and I can provide you with the best Strong support!” 

 

“But we don’t need support.” Igola said calmly: “In the palace, we can only allow at most one battle-that 

is the battle with the tower guard. Any battle other than that can be declared a failure. , The palace that 

triggered the alarm will not give us any more opportunities.” 

 



“Yes.” An Nan seriously looked at the housekeeper who had taken care of him for many years: “Panji, 

you are useless here.” 

 

The blue-haired butler sat down blankly, his mood was so depressed that the color on his body seemed 

to have turned gray. 

 

However, the words of the purple moth continued: “Axiu will not say it, he is the core of the 

assassination plan; Igola and Harvey are the ones on the list, and they are also competitors of the Lord’s 

wishes. I must keep them by my side. Only you and Liz are dispensable with this plan.” 

 

“An Nan…” Ya Xiu couldn’t help but yelled. 

 

“Moreover.” An Nan paused: “You just said that Lis should be sent to Qinna. This plan is also completely 

unfeasible-do you think Qinna dare not use Lis to threaten Yaxiu, or think that Van Mula Can’t the white 

mist confuse Liz into six heraldry?” 

 

“Don’t you know how cruel and ruthless Qin Na is for people who are neither your own tribe nor those 

you are interested in? Besides, Yaxiu and I are also related to the continuation of the Sennheiser 

family…Perhaps you just got Li on the front foot. Silk sent over, and we could see Lisi’s scarred photos on 

the back foot. The next day, Ya Xiu appeared in Qin Na’s little black room.” 

 

“Mrs. Qinna shouldn’t…” Panji said, and said that she had no confidence: “Let’s find Miss Croulis or Miss 

Ehalin—” 

 

An Nan shook his head: “Falin is the domineering wizard that Igula can’t compete with 100%, and Cloris 

is the red hat to maintain the royal family of Yisu through and through, and Liz knows all our plans. You 

want us to be here. Did the plan fail before it started?” 

 

“It’s not safe to entrust Liz to anyone other than you, either for her or for us… If you don’t want to take 

care of Liz, then we can only let Liz die.” 

 

Igola’s eyes burst, and Harvey habitually looked at Liz, and Axiu instantly hugged Liz behind him and said 

loudly, “Miss, I have a contract with Liz!” 

 



“Yes, Ya Xiu must protect Liz.” An Nan seemed to think of this setting now: “That is to say, we must solve 

Ya Xiu and Liz together, but Ya Xiu is to assassinate the core… Panji, you What do you say?” 

 

Panji was almost begging: “Lisi and I can stay in the underground city and wait for support…” 

 

“Since we are planning to enter the palace, we never thought we can come back.” The purple moth 

flicked the earrings: “You stay in the underground city and go back to Azula are actually the same, the 

only difference is that we will feel more at ease with the latter.” 

 

“It’s just to let me have no worries.” An Nan smiled: “Panji, allow me to be willful one more time.” 

 

This seemed to be a spell, and the last breath of Panji also collapsed. He dropped to the ground and 

turned his head slightly to cast a hopeful gaze at Liz. 

 

Liz was dumbfounded in an instant—I still expected you to persuade An Nan, but now you are counting 

on me instead? 

 

When Liz looked at the hand mirror just now, she had already had countless discussions with the sisters, 

trying to find a valid reason for staying. 

 

Finally came to the conclusion: no! 

 

This is definitely not a difficult idea to come up with temporarily. It may be that on the day when the 

“Happiness List” was released, she had planned to send Panji and Lisi away, and they had to be sent 

away together—in fact, there was not much An Nan. Concerned about Lisi, she only cared about the rest 

of her life like a father and a brother. 

 

Panji is the biggest stumbling block on her road to death. 

 

An Nan knew very well that he was Panji’s only life support. If the plan failed and all members died, even 

if Panjigou survived, he would definitely have a nervous breakdown, and would even follow her through 

**** to the void. 

 



Therefore, An Nan must find a new pillar of life for Panji. 

 

Since Panji has lost a daughter, find another daughter for him. 

 

Perhaps when Lisi was adopted, this purple moth had already thought of today. 

 

The excuses “Panji cannot become a gospel worker”, “The palace did not fight back”, “It is not safe for 

Lisi to foster in someone else’s house” are not worth mentioning. The reason for leaving Panji is a 

hundred times more than driving him away. In the final analysis Di Annan wanted Panji to go, so Lisi had 

to follow it. 

 

In this way, even if An Nan is really gone, Panji can find the meaning of life again by taking care of Lisi, 

just like he did when he took care of An Nan. 

 

Contrary to Panji, Lisi can’t stay here for a hundred times more reasons than staying here. In other 

words, she had no reason to participate in this dangerous blasphemy project from the beginning. 

 

The four of A Xiu, An Nan, Harvey, and Igola must have passed the anger. Even A Xiu agreed that Liz 

could not stay here, let alone the others. Liz even suspected that A Xiu had discussed with An Nan a long 

time ago. After—think about it carefully, after UU reading www.uukānshu.com formulated the plan to 

assassinate the princess, Ah Xiu’s attitude towards her was indeed much better. 

 

How tightly Ah Xiu hugs her now represents how determined he is to let her leave. 

 

The witch sisters did not expect that the biggest enemy they wanted to stay here was the one who 

valued them the most. 

 

A cage stronger than a tower is love. 

 

It’s just that the **** used to be the tower to protect An Nan, and Liss as a cage to restrain Asia, but 

now everything is the other way around. 

 



“What to do? What to do? What to do…” 

 

“The point is a minor repair, we have to convince him!” 

 

“You can’t even break free of his arms, who can you convince?” 

 

At this moment, everyone’s gospels suddenly popped up by themselves. Everyone was startled slightly, 

and their expressions changed drastically-less than three days later, the sixth list of the Knitting 

Ceremony was released! 

 

Weaving is accelerating faster and faster! 

 

While everyone was stunned, Liz suddenly said: “Dad, take me away!” 

 

Before Ya Xiu could react, he had led Liz out of the room. Upon seeing this, Igola immediately stood up 

and wanted to follow, but his shoulder was held by the necromancer. 

 

“Let go.” 

 

“Igola, you really don’t understand people’s hearts.” 

 

“Oh?” The deceiver laughed angrily: “The necromancer wants to discuss the human mind with the 

psychic?” 

 

Harvey said: “Even Alice knows that a coffin can only sleep two people at most. It’s not because the 

coffin is not big enough, but because sometimes, only two people are allowed to face each other.” 

 

“Let them solve it by themselves.” 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 452: Sanctification in Armour and the Gospel List 

  

So fast. 

 

Pedestrians quickly ran by from both sides, the neon turned into a strip of light, and the wind covered 

the body. Lis leaned on Ash’s shoulder, like a little girl hugging a doll. 

 

The speed is so fast, it’s like falling. 

 

Liz actually didn’t think about anything, but realized that she had to find a chance to be alone with Ah 

Xiu, so she ordered Ah Xiu to take her away. But when Ah Xiu picked her up, she didn’t think about 

anything. Her mood was like a pop of popped soda, and the taste was bubbling. A child who likes to rely 

on an adult seemed confident even if she got into trouble. 

 

When she stopped, she heard Ah Xiu say: “Two copies…oh well, Liz, take it!” 

 

Liz turned her head and found that they ran to an ice cream shop. The waiter had prepared an original 

cone and a milk original + cantaloupe + chocolate + vanilla + pineapple cone for them in advance. She 

took the super doubled cone carefully and only ate the chocolate ice cream ball. 

 

“Do you want to go by yourself?” Ya Xiu took the original flavored cone and said, “To be honest, you are 

actually not light…” 

 

“No, I’m tired after walking in Happy World for a day!” 

 

“Oh well.” 

 

Liz felt sweet in her heart when she ate the chocolate ball, but soon fell again-A Xiu was so good to her 

because she was going to send her away. 



 

If she made such a request at other times, even if Asia Xiu wouldn’t refuse, at most he would only call a 

substitute to come out and hug her. 

 

Ah Xiu didn’t go far, and came to a nearby underground river. There were a lot of ordinary people 

walking around, and these people didn’t do any disguise. Perhaps they were locals who had lived here 

since they were young. They may be able to see the sky a few times a year, but it doesn’t matter, not 

everyone needs to live in the light. 

 

Axiu and Liz were sitting on the benches, facing the underground river and eating cones. Although the 

river in the underground city sounds like a sewer, the underground river not only has no peculiar smell, 

or even watery smell, the wind is so refreshing that it is massaging the nose; although there is no night 

sky, the fluorescent bacteria on the ceiling is enough to be a substitute, the river Fluorescence sparkles 

and flows endlessly, and the rippling ripples reflect this gradually quiet underground city, as if 

everyone’s dreams are flowing inside. 

 

Liz had waited for Ah Xiu to speak first, but Ah Xiu stayed in a daze, and she couldn’t speak. 

 

However, they have long been in a relationship of’as long as they stay together, even if there is no topic, 

it is very comfortable’-although Ya Xiu has this kind of relationship with anyone, Liz can only be so 

natural when he is with Ya Xiu-so Hu Li Si also picked up her legs and squatted up on the bench, looking 

down at the hand mirror. 

 

The sisters have urged her for a long time. 

 

Black Butler: “Can you act like a baby? Shu seems to be an easy person to deal with…” 

 

The White Queen: “He is just innocent and not stupid. Acting like a baby allows him to accommodate us 

in other matters, but it is absolutely impossible to shake his decision on key matters.” 

 

Black Butler: “As long as the force is strong enough, there may be miracles, let me try…” 

 

The White Queen: “Don’t say it’s you, even if it’s me, it’s useless, and being coquettish is an act of 

fawning, just like ice cream… Ah, my vanilla flavor is about to melt… The ice cream can make him feel 



good at ordinary times. Melting, but when faced with danger, his first reaction is to protect the ice 

cream! The more we act like a coquettish, the more he refuses to let us stay!” 

 

Red Dead: “Then be tough, let me come, I’ll grab his collar and say,’If you dare to leave me, I will hate 

you forever’.” 

 

The White Queen: “Isn’t this still acting like a baby!?” 

 

Dia: “It’s impossible for us to capture Yaxiu. Why don’t we change our minds and find a way to start 

from Panji? Panji certainly doesn’t want to watch An Nan take risks. As long as we can convince him, 

before the last day Going back, no matter how unwilling Ah Xiu and An Nan are, they can only accept 

this result…” 

 

The White Queen: “But this small repair will make you angry?” 

 

Red Dead: “Yes, yes.” 

 

Black Butler: “And An Nan can also ask us to stay in the underground city, and we can’t participate in the 

action either.” 

 

Deya: “Woo…” 

 

While the sisters were discussing and eating the cones, Liz finally couldn’t help but ask her own 

question: “Why do we actually have to follow suit? It’s so dangerous, shouldn’t we find a way to prevent 

Dad from participating?” 

 

The discussion stopped abruptly. After a short silence, Di Ya responded: “Speaking of which, we seem to 

have never told you, the little witch, why do we participate in the knitting ceremony, and why do we 

want the Lord’s wish.” 

 

“Because those are the stories before you were born.” 

 



… 

 

A long time ago, there were two little babies. They saw each other in the first second they opened their 

eyes in the petri dish. They didn’t need any time to cultivate their feelings. Once they left each other, 

they would cry, and they would be quiet as long as they held the other’s hand, and it would be the same 

as a smile. With exactly the same appearance, they are as close as the last two little monsters in the 

genocide. 

 

There are still many children like them, but most of them have no chance of being born because they 

are so good that they don’t need any spare parts. At the age of three, they firmly remembered each 

other’s names: Lisdiya and Nicole Nalu. 

 

In a quiet afternoon, they chased and played in the garden as usual, and then the palace maid came and 

told them that they were going to take them to the new room, so they parted in a ignorant way, like a 

blank sheet of paper. Ripped apart crisply. 

 

Never saw each other again. 

 

Lisdiya is locked in a tower on an island in the middle of the lake, and Nicole Nalu is locked in the most 

secret basement of the palace. 

 

I have all been crying, resisting, and losing my temper, but the maid who takes care of Lisdiya is the 

grandmother who loves her the most, so no matter what, Lisdiya will obediently eat and sleep, plus her 

nature is kind. Well-behaved child, the maid told her that Her Royal Highness Nina was doing well, and 

she would not doubt it, but when she stood in front of the window, she would try to see if Nina was 

there in the distant garden. 

 

Maybe it was the monotonous days that passed quickly, or maybe it was the power of miracles. Lisdiya 

quickly grew into a slim princess, but to her, the separation from Nina seemed to be only yesterday. 

 

It wasn’t until she hid outside the door to hear the maid talking to the emperor, until she stayed up at 

night through the grandmother’s self-talk until the truth that she was sanctified in armor, she gave birth 

to the’mask’ magic spirit in her heart, completely bid farewell to the past, and became a virtual reality. 

Contextualist. 

 



After meeting the bronze dragon in Time Continent, she even more willingly accepted the trial of the 

bronze dragon, just to get a chance to escape the tower. 

 

… 

 

Liz: “Why is Sister Nina being imprisoned in the basement? It sounds so pitiful…but Sister Dia, you are 

also pitiful being locked up in the tower. Fortunately, I met my dad when I was born.” 

 

Dia: “Because armored sanctification is related to two lists. One is naturally the “Gospel List”, and the 

other is the “List of the Undestined” that you heard a few days ago.” 

 

“The armored sanctification of the royal family of Yisu is actually to gain the gods with the help of the 

power of the list.” 

 

In the previous introduction to the viewer Jian Ji, although Dia’s description of armored sanctification 

can not be wrong, it only conceals the most important joint. After all, this is not only her secret, but also 

her unspeakable bitterness. 

 

“As long as you can become the No. 1 in the “Gospel List”, you will be qualified to be in charge of the 

God’s’Gospel’, and even become the incarnation of the Gospel. Although you cannot fully exert the 

power of the’Gospel’, it is enough to control mortals to reverse the situation~www. mtlnovel.com~So all 

dynasties that rebelled against the First Gospel will usher in defeat, and the dynasties supported by the 

First Gospel will continue.” 

 

“And the way to become the No. 1 in the “Gospel List”, besides personality, the most important thing is 

appearance: The empresses of Yisu all look exactly the same as us. We didn’t know why before, but after 

seeing the incarnation of the first gospel in Time Mainland, I I realized that this may also be a loophole in 

the “Gospel List”-the closer you are to the early gospel, the easier it is to be selected as the first gospel.” 

 

“But it’s just not enough, because a mortal body cannot hold a god…” 

 

The White Queen suddenly said, “Let me do the next thing.” 

 



“No, it can only be said by me.” Dia: “It must also be said by me, because this is my…original sin.” 

 

“A mortal body cannot hold the gods. The gods are corroding the soul of the incarnation every minute. 

Therefore, the first gospel in the past often only had a lifespan of ten years. This is also the reason why 

many dynasties finally collapsed-forty years are enough. Turn the dynasty from prosperity to decline-if 

you want to build an eternal kingdom, you must ensure that the first gospel can be in power for at least 

fifty years, covering the gap between two weaving ceremonies.” 

 

“Then our ancestors thought of a very genius idea.” 

 

“Since the longevity is not enough, just think of a way to add it? Not only the longevity, but also all other 

destinies.” 

 

Liz also recalled the characteristics of “The List of the Undestined” at this time: “So Sister Nina was 

imprisoned in order for her to be on the list of the Undestined, and will her lifespan and everything be 

transferred to us?” 

 

Deya: “That’s right.” 

 

Lisi: “But 1+1 is only equal to 2. If we can only live for 10 years after taking charge of the god’s “Gospel”, 

even if we add sister Nina, we can only live for 20 years!” 

 

Chapter 453: You can't even convince me 

  

Dia: “We don’t understand this very well. We can only guess. Maybe it is because Nina and I are born 

with… Well, in the words of the viewer, there is a very deep bond between us. The higher the bond, the 

destiny shifts. Time will be strengthened. If ordinary people can only get 100% of those who missed it, 

then we might get Nina’s 1000%.” 

 

“Until now, as long as I close my eyes, I can still recall the muddy and muddy appearance of Nina when I 

was a child. Perhaps it is because of our fetters that we were chosen by the witch as the first gospel and 

the undestined.” 

 



“This is why we flee from the tower-not only to get rid of the fate of the first gospel, but to save Nina! 

She is now probably the number one in “The List of the Undestined”, if we don’t save She, she will 

definitely die as a missed person!” 

 

“But we are not capable of resisting the witch, nor are we capable of invading the palace to save Nina. 

Our original plan was to find a way to take away the wish of the Lord, and then wish to cancel the 

“Random of the Undestined”, so that not only Nina can be saved. , There will be no more sad sisters like 

us in the future!” 

 

Since birth, Lisdiya and Nicole Nalu have been twins of sin: Nina bears all the pain, and Dia bears all the 

sins. 

 

From the day of separation, she lived above the sorrow of another girl. 

 

It was destined from the beginning that on the day Lisdia became king, the jewel on the crown was 

Nicole’s last drop of blood. 

 

Therefore, after knowing the truth, Dia could not bear the torture of her conscience at all. Only when 

she was overwhelmed by the pressure would she summon the mask magic spirit in despair, eagerly 

separating the white queen, the black deacon, the red dead and other sisters to share. This pain is like a 

drowning fish that can only interact with other fish. 

 

For this reason, although Dia has been calling grandma and old witch, she does not resent her 

grandmother. Because she knew that her grandmother had experienced the same thing 50 years ago. 

The only thing that was different from her was that her grandmother didn’t know the truth from 

beginning to end. 

 

What is really wrong is that the ruthless and twisted rule of the Yisu royal family inherits the tradition. 

 

This is the reason why Dia wants to get the wish of the Lord-as long as the “List of the Undestined” is 

cancelled, all problems can be solved easily. Nina does not need to sacrifice for her. In the future, the 

Yisu royal family does not need to create sinful twins. 

 



“… Sister Diya and Sister Nina are indeed very pitiful.” After Lisi was silent for a moment: “But now the 

person who is most likely to get the wish of the Lord is Aunt An Nan. We have no chance.” 

 

“Although there is no way to cancel “The List of the Missing”, we still have a chance to save Nina.” Dia 

said, “Because there is still a princess in the tower of the palace.” 

 

“After discussing, we thought there were two possibilities: this princess is a ‘spare’ we don’t know, and 

the witch may use the power of the god’s ‘gospel’ to transfer Nina’s fate to the spare.” 

 

“But I have never heard of other princesses besides me and Nina, so there is another possibility: this 

princess is Nina.” 

 

“Because we are gone, but the Yisu royal family still needs the next emperor, so the witch picked Nina 

from the “Ranking of the Undestined” the night we left, but the price is that Nina will become a new 

one. The first gospel.” 

 

The little witch reacted quickly: “But if there is no sacrifice, Sister Nina can only live for 10 years!” 

 

Dia: “Yes, the witch is definitely too late to cultivate new people who are not destined, but it also gives 

us the opportunity-Nina was not trained as the first gospel. The witch let her live in the tower, it must be 

for her to inherit My past traces caused the “Gospel List” to misjudge her.” 

 

“As long as we can take her out of the tower, and then let a sister enter her body to temporarily replace 

her personality—according to the fetters between me and Nina, our sisters will definitely be able to 

communicate freely—that will definitely allow She escaped from the fate of the first gospel!” 

 

“Although it is impossible to completely eliminate the “League of the Undestined”, at least Nina and I 

can survive…So we must follow Ash and the others into the palace. We can’t let him assassinate Nina! 

On the contrary, we have to find a way. Save Nina!” 

 

Liz: “…Sister, you guys worked so hard…” Gu 

 

Deya: “This is my responsibility.” 



 

“It’s our responsibility.” The White Queen: “Nina is also our sister.” 

 

Black Butler: “Actually speaking, we want to stay, but there is only one way left.” 

 

Red Dead: “Frankly tell me.” 

 

Deya: “I’ve been thinking about this question too, do you want to confess everything to Ash, and say 

that you are Princess Lisdya, and then ask him to help Nina with us…but…” 

 

Black Butler: “You are afraid to tell the secret, even if the other party is Xiu. It is not because of how 

important the secret is, but because you are afraid that the other party will hate your concealment.” 

 

The White Queen: “But now there is no other way. Even if we try to stay, UU Reading 

www.uukanshu.com will never take us into the palace. As long as we don’t tell the truth, there is not 

enough reason for him to take it. We die, he will only throw us out of the palace!” 

 

Red Dead: “Honesty is the best negotiation skill.” 

 

Just as the sisters were discussing the feasibility of’confession’, a naive but determined voice sounded in 

their hearts: “No.” 

 

Liz sat down with her **** and took off the mirror glove, looked down at her arm, looked away from all 

mirror reflection objects, and said in her heart: 

 

“Sister Diya, Sister Bai, Sister Hei, Sister Hong, I sympathize with Sister Nina, and I understand your 

determination to save Sister Nina, and I understand the sense of justice in your heart.” 

 

“Liz Deya knows Nicole Naru, but Liz doesn’t.” 

 

“Liz doesn’t want to save anyone, nor does she need strangers to applaud for me.” 



 

“I just want to be pampered by my dad and loved by my sisters. I don’t like many people, and not many 

people like me. Except for you and my dad, no one else likes me…Uncle Harvey doesn’t care about me, 

Aunt Bokin It’s just because my father doesn’t hate me. Aunt An Nan treats me as a prop. Uncle Panji 

only cares about An Nan…so I don’t want to lose any of you.” 

 

“I will not let you and Dad take risks in order to save someone I don’t know. Never.” 

 

“Sister, when you wanted to do such a great thing, you should be a younger sister with a great 

personality.” 

 

“I’m just a little witch, immature, timid, easily contented and selfish little witch.” 

 

“Not only can you not convince Dad, you can’t even convince me.” 

 

After pouring her heart out, Liz made up her mind and turned her head to look at Ashiu who was 

reading the Gospel: 

 

“Dad, let’s run away, don’t participate in the assassination plan, and hide together until the end of the 

knitting ceremony, okay?” 

 

Chapter 454: I'm Princess Yisu 

  

Acting like a baby is aware of the possibility of being favored, and being sensible is aware of the idea of 

being abandoned. 

 

So Liz is acting like a baby at the moment, but also very sensible. She completely ignored the voices of 

her sisters and looked at Asia with wide eyes. 

 

Her world is so small that she will become very empty and empty if she loses anyone, so she is willing to 

betray everything for anyone, even justice and justice. 

 



Ah Xiu looked at her, flipped through her pockets and couldn’t find the handkerchief tissue, so she 

wiped away the milk marks on her cheek with her sleeve, and smiled: “Did you forget? I have a contract 

with you, and I also have a contract with Missy. ” 

 

“But Aunt An Nan likes you very much!” Liz said anxiously: “She must be reluctant to—” 

 

“She is willing.” Ya Xiu said, “Perhaps An Nan has a good opinion of me, and may even like me a little bit, 

but liking this kind of thing is not as omnipotent as you think. In fairy tales, you can go over the 

mountains and overturn the fate. It can be flat, but in reality it is of no use, and the magical music it 

brings to people is not even as good as Harvey’s candy.” 

 

“She likes me, may be the likes of friends, pets, maybe there is a little like the opposite sex, but it is 

definitely not a like above life. For the wish of God, she even owns her own life. What can I count as a 

bargaining chip?” 

 

Asia Xiu rubbed Liz’s head: “You will understand in the future that whether you like or resent, they are 

just hormones-induced emotions, life-induced phantoms. You can chase or even indulge in these 

phantoms, but they cannot fill your life. , Only ideals, life and meaning can make you grow into an 

outstanding woman.” 

 

I don’t know why, when I heard Ah Xiu preaching to herself in a serious manner, Liz felt sore in her nose, 

and her vision became watery and blurred. She narrowed her mouth and said, “Dad, are you really 

qualified to say such things? You see. It doesn’t look ideal.” 

 

“I’m so sorry to be a superficial adult, and I set you a bad example.” Ash scratched his face awkwardly: 

“Of course, although I really hope that you will become a very beautiful woman in the future, but if you I 

will also be very happy to become as ordinary as me. Sometimes, like in the story, it’s already very 

happy to be able to “live through decades of ordinary life in a blink of an eye”.” 

 

“I will definitely grow into a super cute beauty in the future!” Liz sniffed fiercely: “But why do you want 

to say that you must not see the same? The more you say this, the more afraid I will be! In that case It’s 

dangerous, so why don’t you fight against the bad woman An Nan and have to accompany her to 

death?” 

 



“By the way, Aunt Bojin and Uncle Harvey will definitely not obediently submit to them. We will discuss 

with them to fight against An Nan’s tyranny. Freedom belongs to us—” 

 

“They won’t get along with you.” 

 

Liz was startled: “Why?” 

 

“Because An Nan offered a higher price than freedom.” Ya Xiu smiled and said, “God Lord wishes.” 

 

“But the Lord’s wish is not only available to one person—” 

 

“An Nan proposed another possibility.” Ya Xiu said: “The Lord’s wish is definitely not something that can 

be realized, so of course, it must have a “wish capacity.” As long as within this capacity range, our wishes 

can be realized, no matter how many wishes are no problem. ” 

 

“An Nan said that although her wish can only be realized by the omniscient weaver, it is not a very great 

and heavy wish, or even not worth mentioning. Therefore, if there is a “wish capacity”, she would be 

happy to realize ours. desire. ” 

 

Liz struggled to find a reason to refute: “But, but these are just An Nan’s side words, the omniscient 

weaver may not be so easy to talk, maybe it will only satisfy An Nan’s wish, and then you will be busy for 

nothing!” 

 

“But at least there is hope, isn’t it?” Ah Xiu laughed: “Although hopes that have no results are poisons, 

but we… But Igola and Harvey are already in that kind of life, how can they resist being happy? 

Dreams?” 

 

“Liss, you need to know that I, Ikola, and Harvey are all homeless foreigners. Sometimes I also feel that 

it’s not just leaving my hometown to live in a strange city. How difficult is it? But when I think of the 

past, I just think about it. I can recall from the memory and completely cut off from the life of more than 

20 years before, even if our heart is as cold as iron, our blood is hot.” 

 



“Harvey kept looking outside while smoking. What was he looking at? What was he thinking when Igola 

took a bath?” 

 

Liz: “Dad, do you miss your hometown too?” 

 

Ya Xiu smiled, held Liz in his arms, and asked, “Do you smell anything?” 

 

Liz sniffed hard in his arms: “The smell of water, clothes, and a little shampoo… Hey? Aren’t we in the 

happy world all day, dad, when did you wash your hair? ” 

 

“Oh, with you people who are either cute or beautiful, I must also work hard in my appearance, 

otherwise I will fall to the same level as Harvey.” Ya Xiu shrugged, “Then is this something you are 

familiar with? smell?” 

 

“Ok.” 

 

“This is the taste of hometown.” 

 

Liz asked nervously, “So dad, do you want to go back to your hometown?” 

 

“At least Igola and Harvey don’t want to. After all, there are some things that are only suitable to be 

missed in memory.” Yaxiu said: “Looking at hometown just proves that we can’t live with peace of mind, 

so we can only dig out from the grave of memory like wild dogs. A bit of bone pitifully satisfies their 

hunger. This is why Igola and Harvey are willing to take risks with An Nan-they want to gain the strength 

to hold happiness.” 

 

“But aren’t they very strong? Aunt Bokin will become the Rust Crow, and Uncle Harvey will even become 

a legendary magician in charge of the gods in the future.” Liz said: “How much power do they have to 

hold their own happiness? ?” 

 

“Very good question, maybe they are also expecting an answer from the All-Knowing Weaver.” Ya Xiu 

spread his hands: “Anyway, you can’t count on them.” 

 



“What about you, father?” Liz asked, “What is your wish?” 

 

“Me?” Ya Xiu was taken aback for a moment, and said for a while: “My true wish can’t even be realized 

by the All-Knowing Weaver, and I dare not let him come true.” 

 

If you wish to return to the hometown of the All-Knowing Weaver, you will not mention that the All-

Knowing Weaver cannot be realized. If it is really realized, it will be horrible. If the God Lord will bet his 

sight on the blue and clear planet, then Yaxiu, the leading party Become a deadly sinner. 

 

“As for my secondary wish…” He paused: “I want to see someone.” 

 

“Who?” 

 

“A person who is very important to me,” Ya Xiu squeezed Liz’s face: “It’s as important as you. But I want 

to see her, but I don’t dare to see her.” 

 

“Why?” Originally Liz still had some snack vinegar, and she became curious when she heard this: “Does 

that person want to see you?” 

 

“I don’t know, just think she wanted to see me, but…” Ya Xiu said, “Once I see her in reality, then I might 

have to give up my real wish.” Gu 

 

“Why? Do the two wishes conflict?” 

 

“There is no conflict in theory, but it is like a wild dog adopted by others. It has no motivation to go 

outside to grab food. It can only maintain the happiness of being a family dog; it is also like the balloon 

you bought today. After that, you will grab the line and you can’t selfishly fly into the sky.” 

 

Liz seemed to understand but not understand: “Then father, your wish is to see that person?” 

 



“No.” Ah Xiu said: “Firstly, I haven’t thought about it, so half-hearted determination is not enough; 

secondly, she has a life of her own and is not ready to see me; thirdly, it is not necessary. Sooner or 

later, there is no need to waste a wish.” 

 

“Then what is your wish, dad?” 

 

“I was just about to discuss it with you.” 

 

“Huh?” Liz froze for a moment, and groaned: “Daddy, you are so poorly popular in the Gospel Kingdom 

now, why don’t you wish everyone would like you? Or simply, get the power of a legendary magician? 

Wait, a legendary magician needs it. The desire capacity of may be too much. It should be easy for the 

All-Knowing Weaver, but for you, a highly cost-effective desire that is significantly improved…” 

 

Just as Liz was thinking about what to wish for, Ah Xiu shook her head. 

 

“I don’t want you to think about my wish, I want to ask you, what is your wish?” 

 

“Huh?” Liz raised her head and looked at Ya Xiu blankly. 

 

“In the underground hall of the Four Pillars Church, although An Nan frightens you, you are a clever 

child. If you don’t want to join the funeral office, as long as you don’t want to be killed, An Nan and 

Croulis will not treat you. Anyway, they haven’t been so cruel enough to kill a little girl only on the 

grounds of being a stranger.” Ya Xiu said, “Plus, you spurned me to plot An Nan that night, and I know 

what you want to take advantage of. Join the funeral.” 

 

Liz opened her mouth, but she couldn’t say a word, she couldn’t refute it. 

 

The trial of the bronze dragon will allow her to get help from all kinds of coincidences, thus getting 

closer and closer to her goal. This effect is still in effect today-being caught by the Four Pillar Cult, joining 

the funeral, and then all the way to Nabis Ting, she is only half a step away from the goal. 

 

“Even if you are dealing with adults, even if you work alone, what is your wish to fulfill?” Ya Xiu asked, 

“Can you tell me?” 



 

“I…” Liz murmured, “Do you want to realize my wish, Dad?” 

 

“Depending on the situation, if you want a prince and princess love, then I can only prepare a better 

pillow for you to make you sleep better.” Ya Xiu shrugged, “But if your wish is very for you Important 

words…” 

 

As he talked, the corners of his mouth turned slightly upwards: “Someone told me before that although I 

have no dreams, I can guard the dreams of others. To borrow from here, although I don’t have any 

commendable wishes, I can help realize you. Wish.” 

 

“but why?” 

 

Liz grabbed Ash by the sleeves and shook her head vigorously: “I can’t understand… I am not your 

relative! I have nothing to do with you! We are just strangers… I don’t like… I don’t want you to be right. 

I’m so good…I don’t want to…” As she talked, her voice became choked and incoherent, her eyes could 

no longer hold larger and larger teardrops, and she didn’t want money to fall down. 

 

“Hey, isn’t it that we are a family after the knitting ceremony is over?” Ah Xiu smiled: “But you suspect it 

makes sense. How could a normal person give this opportunity? If Igola heard it, he would definitely say 

me. Use words to confuse you ignorant little girl.” 

 

“That was not what I meant–” 

 

“Do you remember the first time we met?” Ya Xiu said, “At that time in the underground hall, you were 

all dirty, and An Nan forced you to sign a contract, then looked around and hugged me. , Yell out my 

unbearable title at my age…” 

 

“Dad.” Liz couldn’t help but burst into laughter, and then confessed in a vain manner: “In fact, at that 

time, I just thought that among the people around, there was only you… it’s better to cheat…” 

 

“Igola told me immediately afterwards.” Ash said, “but I still believe in my judgment.” 

 



“When you hug my thigh, I can see the fear in your eyes, the restlessness, the anxiety ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com~ as if my thigh is the only thread you can hold when you fall.” 

 

“It’s just like me before.” 

 

Liz rubbed her eyes: “Like you?” 

 

“Well, at that time, I was just like you, fear dominates my soul, uneasy cannibalize my soul, no matter 

where I flee, I can’t escape loneliness.” Ya Xiu nodded, “Then I was saved.” 

 

“Is that the person you want to meet?” 

 

“Yeah, so I really can’t leave you alone.” Ya Xiu turned his head and looked at the river, with the 

sparkling light of the underground river reflected in his eyes: “I know that other people don’t really like 

you, but you don’t care about them. . As long as I like you, the world will like you.” 

 

At this moment, Liz wished that the surrounding street lights would be brighter, and the fluorescent 

light of the underground river would be brighter, so that she could see clearly how much of the light 

flickering in Ya Xiu’s eyes was love and love. 

 

“Wait,” Liz sniffed fiercely, thinking of a terrible possibility: “Could it be that you are willing to talk to An 

Nan to fulfill my wish–” 

 

“No, no, you don’t have to think that I am so great.” Ah Xiu couldn’t laugh or cry: “The main reason is 

that An Nan can’t let me go, otherwise I must have gone with you and Igola. Since An Nan insists on it. If 

you ruin me like this, I can only enjoy thinking about how to use this benefit by the way.” 

 

“If you don’t have any wishes, I will also ask An Nan to make a wish.” 

 

Wait, let Ash make a wish? 

 



Although he has not made up his mind yet, in case he has no other wishes, he finally made a wish to 

meet the very important ‘that person’… 

 

Liz immediately wiped Xiaohua’s face with Ah Xiu’s sleeves, put on the mirror gloves again, and looked 

down at the mirror. 

 

Then she looked up at Ah Xiu seriously. 

 

“Axiu, I am Princess Yisu.” 

 

Chapter 455: "Assassination List" 

  

The underground river flows quietly, but the city is gradually becoming lively. Since there is no 

distinction between day and night, there are people in any time zone in the city, and maybe some 

people just get up to work now. 

 

“So, you are the princess who escaped from the palace. You want to save the sister in the tower. Your 

wish is to cancel the “Ranking of the Missing”?” 

 

On the bench next to the river, after listening to Lisi’s confession, Ya Xiu made a concluding conclusion. 

 

“Yeah!” Liz nodded her head: “Sister, she doesn’t want to be the first gospel. As long as you take me to 

see her, let me touch her and leave the tower together, she will never become the first gospel. , You 

don’t need to assassinate her at all!” 

 

“Hmm…” Ya Xiu stared at’Lisi’: “You are actually a princess…” 

 

“What’s wrong, doesn’t it look like?” 

 

“Nothing, just thinking that I was called father by the princess, there is a kind of inexplicable sense of 

accomplishment…you shout to listen?” 

 



The little white-haired girl opened her mouth, turned her head and snorted, “Smelly Yaxiu!” 

 

Now she was not Liz, but Dia, how could she yell! 

 

After discussing with the sisters, Deya decided to reveal most of her secrets, but she still concealed 

details such as multiple personality, younger body, and being the first gospel. Because it’s too much 

trouble to explain why her body becomes smaller, the trial of the bronze dragon, the identity of the first 

gospel, the sanctification of the first gospel… and these details have nothing to do with the 

assassination, even if Dia confessed that he was the original first gospel, Ya Xiu and they will still 

assassinate the princess. 

 

The most important thing is that Dia is unwilling to get to know Ya Xiu with this ‘body’. 

 

Just like talking anonymously, Ya Xiu used to take care of her as a little girl, but now she suddenly 

confessed that she was actually a girl who was almost 20 years old. This kind of exposure made people 

panic. 

 

What if he is hated by him, what if he feels that he is deliberately deceiving, what if… That kind of 

energy, mixed with anxiety, retreats and rises again and again, ups and downs again and again. 

 

The White Queen also pointed out a very crucial point: The most terrifying thing is not that Ash is angry, 

but that Ash recognizes their existence. If he approves of Lisi=Diya=White Queen=Black Butler=Red 

Dead=daughter, it will be completely finished. 

 

The formed relationship is like a mirror. 

 

Ah Xiu’s daughter is only Lisi, and only Lisi. 

 

They didn’t want to be Adam’s daughter forever. 

 

Therefore, when the weaving ceremony is over, the trial of the bronze dragon is over, and when she 

returns to her original posture, she can muster the courage to recognize him. 

 



[Hello, this is Lisdiya. 】 

 

Whenever thinking of that scene, Dia felt hopeful in her heart, and every cell was excited to jump up. 

 

And this kind of concealment can weaken their relationship with Nina, and she didn’t even say that the 

reason why Diya wanted to save Nina so much was due to her strong sense of guilt in her heart, which 

made their salvation seem not so…necessary. 

 

In other words, it made Ashiu mistakenly believe that Nina was not that important to her, reducing the 

possibility that Ash would agree. 

 

Because they didn’t convince Liz, on the contrary, they were convinced by Liz. 

 

Deya was unwilling to give up the opportunity to save Nina, but even more unwilling to die because of 

this, but with this entanglement and contradiction, she could only hand over such an answer sheet full 

of errors and wait for the correction of Asia. 

 

This is undoubtedly a very shameless behavior. I can’t make up my mind, I can only pray for others to 

help me make the decision. At this point, Deya felt that she was no different from Liz, and she was still a 

child who relied on an adult. 

 

If Ashiu feels that this will increase the difficulty, and still insists on the original assassination, 

assassinating Nina personally to ensure An Nan’s victory, then Deya may be very disappointed and sad, 

but it will also be happy to increase the return rate of Ashiu. 

 

“Then,” the white-haired girl asked nervously, “Axiu, what do you think of…?” 

 

“no problem.” 

 

“Or, it’s great.” Ya Xiu laughed: I don’t know how many times I have to go to Igula for psychotherapy to 

heal my guilt if I want me to kill a girl who has lived in a tall tower. Liz, thank you, you let me have a 

second choice. ” 



 

Ah Xiu promised too simply, but she felt a little untrue: “Don’t you think the difficulty is increasing?” 

 

“Actually, I want to bring you. The difficulty has increased a little but not much, and you might be able 

to help me in the action… But you are indeed too weak to protect yourself.” 

 

Asia Xiu looked at ‘Liss’: “Although it may be better than nothing…but I can make you a magician, at 

least you can have one more magic spirit to help.” 

 

“Lisi” was startled: “Let me become a magician?” 

 

“That’s right.” Ya Xiu said: “I recently got an adventure in Time Continent. I had a “gift” miracle of 

[Transfer one of my own magic spirits to anyone]. You are not a magician and you probably don’t 

understand the gold content of this miracle. …” 

 

Of course Deya understands. 

 

In other words, as long as it is a magician or a person who wants to become a magician, no one does not 

understand the power of this miracle! 

 

Suddenly, “giving” is just a transfer of a magic spirit. What’s the difference between this and buying and 

selling a magic spirit? And it can only be transferred from oneself to others, if it is replaced by taking a 

magic spirit from others, it is almost the same. 

 

Among magicians, “giving” does not have any meaning, but when it is replaced by magicians and 

ordinary people, the significance of “giving” is simply inestimable. If Ya Xiu was willing to auction this 

opportunity, he would be enough to become a rich man in an instant, and countless people rushed to 

give him money! 

 

Because a mortal can’t have any magical spirits, it takes mana to dominate any magical spirits, but mana 

can only be obtained by entering the Void Realm. For mortals, this is the deadlock of “a fresh graduate 

who needs three years of work experience”. . 

 



So whether you are a poor village girl or a rich young master, the first step to becoming a magician is to 

hone your skills day and night and summon the first magical spirit from zero in order to knock on the 

door of the virtual realm. 

 

The value of “giving” miracles is also reflected. Although only the original magic spirits that can be 

summoned can open the door of truth, the second operation spirits given by Ash can not allow people 

to enter the virtual realm, but the problem is that there is a magic spirit, anyone They can increase their 

skills in turn, just like solving problems with answers, as long as they are willing to work hard, they will 

definitely step into the realm of silver! 

 

And this miracle of “giving away” was the reward for Ah Xiu after he survived the curse of “no paper 

shit”. 

 

They bought a blessing and a curse in the Chaos Shopping Book. The blessings were all “desperate 

feelings”, and the price was that they had to look at each other; and Axiu separately purchased the 

curse “Shit no paper”, although he couldn’t get it from During that unlucky period of time, I had some 

feelings about the destiny faction, but there was still a consolation prize. 

 

At first, Ah Xiu also mistakenly thought that “giving” was rubbish, but he opened the gospel and checked 

it, and found that “giving” had such great potential. 

 

But things should be used as long as they should be used. Originally, Ash planned to save this reward for 

the future, as a gift to Igola’s daughter, and choose a super invincible magic spirit to give to Léa, but if Liz 

wants to enter the palace with him, Naturally, Lisi must be armed first. 

 

What did Dia think? 

 

Of course she can’t accept it! 

 

She is a magician herself, UU reading www.uukahnshu.com can’t use Shu Ling in reality because of the 

trial of the bronze dragon. Even if A Xiu sent her Shu Ling, she did not move, but it would expose her 

more secrets! 

 



Therefore,’Lisi’ shook her head quickly and refused, and immediately changed the subject: “By the way, 

although Ah Xiu agreed, but An Nan must insist on letting Panji leave? As a reason for Panji’s departure, 

I must go too…you have Is there any way to persuade An Nan?” 

 

“It’s Uncle Panji and Sister An Nan.” Ya Xiu hacked Lisi’s head: “It’s fine if you call my name. Be polite to 

others.” 

 

He paused: “As for this problem, you don’t need to worry, it has been solved, and An Nan will not let 

Panji leave.” 

 

“Resolved?” “Lisi” was startled: “How to solve it?” 

 

“The gospel helped us solve it.” 

 

‘Lis’ blinked, and immediately realized something, called out her gospel, and flipped to the 

bookmarked page. 

 

Because the latest list came at an untimely or just in time, Liz took the opportunity to abduct Ya Xiu, so 

they have never seen what the latest future list is. 

 

“Assassination List” 

 

“No. 10 in the Assassination List: Assassinated the Rust Crow. Assassin Cicero Scott…will be executed 

by Ash Heath.” 

 

“No. 7 in the Assassination List: Assassinated the Ghost King. Assassin Anlock…will be executed by Ash 

Heath.” 

 

“No. 5 in the “Assassination List”: Assassinated Lya Borkin. The assassin…will be executed by Ash 

Heath.” 

 



“No. 3 in the “Assassination List”: Assassinated Ash Heath. The assassin…will be executed by Ash 

Heath.” 

 

“No. 2 in the “Assassination List”: Assassinating the Queen. Assassin Panji Dolan.” 

 

“I will be executed by Ash Heath.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 456: Is the mana reserve sufficient? 

  

Starry Nation, 10 o’clock in the evening, Gallus National Sports Center. 

 

In the arena of the town’s roadway terrain, a two-story hut collapsed. Retreating Sonia suddenly found 

that time was slowing down extremely fast. The sound reverberated, and the whole world seemed to be 

static, and she immediately realized that she had triggered a passive blessing-“a sense of desperation”! 

 

This mixed the double blessing of prophecy and time faction, reminded her that she was in danger 

through time slowing down! 

 

The “Desperate Sense” will only be activated immediately before the death attack, which means that 

before the defensive miracle is performed, the village girl will be killed and the “Forbidden Death” 

miracle will be defeated! 

 

But now, she doesn’t know where the danger comes from! 

 

If she guessed correctly, she hadn’t seen the attack that could kill her instantly, I am afraid it was the 

miracle of another contestant. At this time, the deadly blunderbuss had been out of the chamber, 

drawing a supersonic channel in the viscous air. Is the destination the head, the heart, or the throat? 



 

The only thing Sonia can do at this time is to change the trajectory of her body, avoiding critical injuries 

as much as possible. 

 

However…… 

 

“Sword Hime, the sense of desperation is actually what I chose specially for you.” 

 

“Ah? Is this a riddle? Or is there any allusion? Can you give me a hint?” 

 

“What are you talking about, I mean, this blessing is very helpful for your battle.” 

 

“This blessing is also helpful to the witch’s battle…” 

 

“No, no, no, just like witches are good at creating personality sisters, you actually have a special effect 

called “Black Heart Eyes”.” 

 

“It doesn’t sound like a good thing… Why don’t I know it myself?” 

 

“Because this special effect is to let you stifle the danger in the bud in advance, but your life is so 

fulfilling recently, only you bully others and no one bullies you, of course you don’t need this special 

skill.” 

 

“How can I bully others, I’m not a girl like that!” 

 

“Although you have no chance to use this special effect is a good thing, but people can never win for a 

lifetime, there are always times when they are beaten, so I specially chose this blessing. In the situation 

of desperate danger, if you are at a loss, then You can choose to believe in your heart.” 

 

“Is it really useful?” 

 



“I hope it’s useful.” 

 

Sonia closed her eyes and squeezed the hilt in her right hand. It was strange that the cells of her whole 

body were sounding crisis alarms, but her thoughts turned left and right but she still remembered the 

person who was not on the field, and then she seemed to really perceive the galloping malice. 

 

Miracle·Evil Light Slash! 

 

Zheng! 

 

She lifted the wooden sword to cut the evil light of killing intent in the air, and only heard a clank in the 

air, and the aftermath of the collapse crashed the wall behind her, showing the destructive power! 

 

Sonia’s thoughts are long, but in reality it is only a moment. Looking at the overall situation, the host still 

said that Miss Servi was dangerous, and now she stood up in shock: “Servi directly cut off Hubert’s 

Miracle blast!? What miracle effect is it?” 

 

Many people in the audience did not see what happened just now, until the host said that Sonia had cut 

the bullet, and Adele took the lead to cheer with the Jianhua students! 

 

“Sword Fairy! Sword Fairy!” 

 

“The Claw Club is No. 1 in the world!” 

 

“Where is the bullet, this is clearly my heart!” 

 

“Sword Ji, I want to be your dog!” 

 

In the chaotic noise, the sanctuary magicians squinted one by one. 

 

“A reflection miracle similar to the “one-arm domain” of the spinning stick faction? ” 



 

“No, reflection miracles require active casting. Hubert has a good chance. In order to avoid the collapsed 

house, Servey was in a hurry to dodge her body and mind. She had no chance to cast any miracles. She 

should have already left the field. ” 

 

“Pure talent?… This year, the University of Truth really met an opponent.” 

 

It’s no wonder that even the sanctuary magician was surprised. After all, the player who sniped the 

village girl just now, but the fourth-year student of the University of Truth, the two-winged gun 

magician! 

 

The Gunshu faction can become the top combat faction with the largest number in just a hundred years, 

because of its near-dominant destructive power in the field of low-level magicians. With mental 

arithmetic and unintentional, it can almost kill any low-level magicians. Only the sanctuary magicians 

can rely on it. Sanctuary is 100% resistant to assassination blunders. 

 

Except for a few exceptions, most of the two-wing defensive miracles are unable to stop the penetration 

of the two-wing blunderbuss miracle, which means that as long as the blunderbusters hit a shot, it is 

enough to establish victory. Correspondingly, there are only two countermeasures for low-level 

magicians against gunsmiths: dodge and rebound! 

 

Most magicians can only choose to dodge, and only a few factions can practice reflection miracles. For 

example, the “One Arm Domain” of the Rotary Cudgel faction allows the magician to instantly knock all 

the gunshots into the attack range, and the highest level of rebound is to return the gunshot to the 

gunsmith. 

 

In the entire game just now, Sonia used the complex terrain of the town to dodge the gunshots, but she 

also had difficulty getting close to the gunshots. In the face of a mortal crisis, she suddenly showed a 

reflex, and in the eyes of insiders, the effect of the program was simply full. 

 

What’s more frightening is that she didn’t use miracles to rebound, but she seemed to have a flash of 

ingenuity…’Rhythm Swordmaster’ Nidala couldn’t help asking Trozan next to him: “You taught?” 

 

“It’s so normal,” Trozan said lightly: “I have learned more from me, and it’s not surprising to have such a 

hand.” 



 

But Trozan was also dazed. 

 

Not to mention Er Wing Gold, even if she is now, it is impossible to cut off the gunshots in a natural 

state! 

 

Dodge is no problem. After all, the sanctuary can perceive the trajectory of the bullet, but the rebound is 

a completely different level. In the face of the miracle bullet, if you simply put the sword on the track, 

the result can only be that the miracle bullet can easily shoot the sword blade; even if the sword is 

strengthened, the cracked bullet can easily damage the master; therefore, the real bullet On the 

contrary, the magician is required to attack the blunderbuss with full force, which means that the 

reaction speed of the magician reaches the supersonic field-in short, it can only be a miracle. 

 

Therefore, in the eyes of ordinary people and even low-level magicians, Sonia is performing miracles. 

 

However, the sanctuary magician was thinking, why Sonia didn’t perform miracles? Is this a real miracle? 

 

The surprise and praise from the outside world did not affect the players’ mentality. After the successful 

rebound, Sonia kept moving between buildings, never exposing herself to the open space. 

 

Unlike her “newcomer”, the other players are all magicians with at least three years of experience in 

exploring the virtual world, and they even went to the abyss many times to hone their skills. Their 

magical construction and miracle functions crushed her in all aspects, such as The village girl actually 

only masters the miracle of attack, but the other players basically take into account the miracles of 

attack, defense, movement, treatment, and detection. The environment is the same as returning home. 

 

But this also caused that once dragged into a protracted battle, the battle scale would tilt towards other 

magicians. With only three players left, Sonia could hardly get close to the gunsmith Hubert, but the 

opponent was able to lock her position. Obviously, she had a miracle of detection. So even if she kept 

running away, Sonia was almost caught. He conspired to sniper. 

 

Although Sonia’s rebellion was shocking, it didn’t help her situation. 

 



In fact, after knowing the list of players, most people are not very optimistic about Sonia. Adele has even 

prepared a publicity plan for “Jianhua First Loss”. If Sonia loses, she will launch the Claw Club. In the 

school forum, she rushed to post, emphasizing Sonia’s identity as a first-year student, her attitude 

toward participation, her glorious record of winning three consecutive games, and Sonia’s chance to 

have a “loser’s resurrection battle”. 

 

Even if she loses, Sonia will only get everyone’s encouragement and sympathy, and the number of fans 

will rise instead of falling! 

 

And to be fair, as a first-year student, Sonia’s performance has already set the record of Jianhua’s 

college league. After going out, she can also say “Jianhua University should be proud of me”, not to 

mention that she will pay back in the future. Being able to participate in three college leagues is enough 

to be considered a promising future. 

 

But she doesn’t want to lose! 

 

Because the classmates who like me are looking at her, and the little speakers who hate me are looking 

at her; 

 

Because Gales is looking at her, Quan Fanxing is also looking at her; 

 

Because the mother is watching her, and the little speakers that looked down on their mother and 

daughter before are also watching her; 

 

Because she wants the viewer to look at her; 

 

More because she didn’t want to lose! 

 

Suffering is meaningless, otherwise the tramp would be a great man; failure will not give birth to 

success, and depression is almost the same. Sonia doesn’t want to listen to others comforting herself, 

she just needs praise, jealousy, and affection! 

 



No one can win for a lifetime? But I have already lost since I was born. I have suffered enough, and I 

have suffered enough blindfolds, and finally spent all my luck meeting you. The next thing I want to do is 

to win for the rest of my life, whether it’s competition, battle, life, study, or career. Still love! 

 

Suddenly there was a roar of blasts in the distance, and the host’s voice cut through the arena: “The 

Nobo player actually leveled all the buildings on a straight line, and directly attacked the Hubert player 

with the miracle of movement… The player Hubert reacted quickly and wanted to use the miracle of 

movement to pull. Driving a distance but it’s useless or being overtaken by the Nobo player, is the 

defense miracle useful or useless! Nobo’s cut triggers the “ban on death”-Hubert player exits! ” 

 

There was an uproar in the audience, and the face of Truth University was extremely ugly. Hubert was 

the top three of their contestants this year. He originally played for the top three seats, but now he is in 

the quarterfinals. Lost! 

 

Although there is a resurrection battle for the losers, according to the competition system, it means that 

Hubert will fight with another truth player. In the end, the University of Truth will not be able to retain 

the top three seats! 

 

Now that the gunsmith was dead, Sonia didn’t need to hide anymore and walked to the open space in 

the middle of the arena. It was not an empty lot before, but after some melee, the surrounding buildings 

were razed. 

 

A tall master of two meters high came from the ruins. He was holding a huge sword similar to his height 

and wearing a simple but imposing black uniform. Popular Nobo. 

 

Although they are both swordsmen, Nobo and Sonia have completely different magical directions. What 

he walks is a powerful sword flow. The Great Swordsman is a characteristic faction of the University of 

Kuangzhan. Compared with the spell competition, the Great Swordsman is extremely popular in the 

abyss and the imaginary. After all, the design idea of the Great Sword itself is to kill large monsters, not 

to deal with humanoid creatures. . 

 

But this does not mean that the Great Swordsman is not suitable for spell competition, on the contrary, 

in the spell competition, the Great Swordsman’s winning rate is also among the best. 

 



There are not many great swordsmen. The main reason is that most people who want to handle great 

swords must first practice weak factions to hone their strength, otherwise they will not be able to hold 

the great sword. But if learning spells is against human nature, then learning the weak and weak factions 

is simply an extinction of human nature. In addition, now that the starry people have food, clothing and 

sleep, normal people cannot bear the weight of suffering and weakness. 

 

Therefore, the physical quality of every Great Swordsman is far superior to that of his peers, and their 

strength can also be turned into a destructive power to destroy the dry and decay—— 

 

boom! 

 

Suddenly, Noble swept away, and slashed the gray sword light far away towards Sonia! The sword light 

is thick and sharp and the range is large, and waiting for the miracle of leisure is difficult to contend, the 

village girl can only directly sacrifice her strongest single miracle—— 

 

Blood Moon Broken Lake! 

 

The blood sword light and the gray sword light were offsetting each other, and a huge wave of air broke 

out, bounced all the gravel on the open ground, like it had cleared the battlefield for the two players! 

 

“Sorry, the Great Sword is not good at melee combat, so I will only crush you with “Grey Wind”. “Nobo’s 

calm voice was apologetic: “Please don’t blame me for my unscrupulous measures.” ” 

 

Yes, great swordsmen are not good at close combat. Their arm length and blade length make their best 

attack range mid-range. Once close by the tactician, they are no different from sandbags. 

 

Therefore, in the skill competition, the fighting method of the Great Swordsman is the roughest type-

using the sword to be reckless! 

 

Use a thicker, longer, and harder sword qi to crush all enemies abruptly! 

 



Although it looks mentally handicapped~www.mtlnovel.com~, the effect is very good, because the qi of 

“Sword Qi” Shuling is derived from the power of the magician, that is to say, the greater the power of 

the magician, the more sword qi Strong, perfectly fits the conditions of the Great Swordsman! 

 

When the top eight Meteor Tribulation just started, there was a magician’s defensive miracle that was 

crushed by Nobo’s sword aura, which shows how cruel it is! 

 

It stands to reason that Sonia’s best strategy is to break into Nobo’s melee field, so that Nobo can only 

defend, but she nodded: “No problem, I want to go back soon… I have something tonight. Woolen 

cloth.” 

 

“Okay!” Nobo shouted and waved the giant sword again! 

 

Blood and ashes collided fiercely in the arena, causing waves of air! 

 

“To compete with the Nob player for miracles, Servi is too impulsive.” The host Arsenu felt quite a pity 

and couldn’t help but reminded: “According to the player’s profile, the Nob player has already entered 

time in the third grade. The continent, that is to say, he has been exploring the time continent for a year, 

even if he died many times on the way, but the Golden Wings should be half condensed.” 

 

“Nobo player’s “Gray Wind” miracle is a Yaojin mid-level miracle. It is characterized by a high damage 

range but not much mana consumption, because the damage of “Gray Wind” fluctuates according to the 

power of the magician. “Wind of Eclipse” is almost a common miracle for Nobo players, he can use it 

many times in a row. ” 

 

“In this way, this magnificent miracle competition becomes a mana contest. Whoever has more mana 

will win. However, Servi’s player has entered the time continent for less than a month, and her new 

miracle “Blood “Moon Broken Lake” has not been included in the catalog of starry miracles, but it is 

obviously a miracle that consumes a lot of mana…” 

 

“Is her mana reserve really enough?” 

 

Chapter 457: Seated 

  



Void, time continent. 

 

As soon as Sonia opened her eyes, she turned her head excitedly and said, “I’m tonight—” 

 

She closed her mouth immediately. 

 

I saw the viewer sitting on the back seat, the witch riding on the viewer, and the two were almost 

hugging each other. 

 

“Hey? Why are you doing this tonight? Viewer, Sister Bai, let me ask, did you deliberately?” 

 

“It’s definitely a transmission error. Maybe everyone is squeezing the door of truth together. If you 

don’t believe me, ask Jian Ji. This has never happened to me when she and I were in the sea of 

knowledge!” 

 

The witch looked back at Sonia: “Really Sword Princess?” 

 

Sonia said, “Witch, can you get off the viewer first?” 

 

“Oh oh!” 

 

When they enter the virtual realm these days, occasionally there will be such a situation: the body of the 

viewer and the witch overlap. Sometimes the witch was holding him, sometimes lying on his lap, 

anyway, there were all kinds of messy positions. 

 

In fact, Sonia was not incapable of understanding this situation, after all, it was normal for a little error 

to occur when three mages were teleported together, but two people were stacked on top of each 

other, and it was not even a mistake. 

 

But the question is, why is she always watching by the side? 

 



Mistakes should be treated equally! 

 

“By the way, Jian Ji, what did you just want to say?” Ya Xiu sat back in the front seat and asked, “I 

remember you had a meteor catastrophe tonight?” 

 

“Yeah.” Sonia nodded, suddenly feeling a little dull: “I won the quarterfinals. The last player will fight me 

miraculously, but the opponent seems to have only golden half-wing mana.” 

 

Di Ya sneered, “Are you not bullying others, Jian Ji?” 

 

Due to the various absorption speed bonuses of the sports car and the “Alchemy Throne”, Ash and their 

Golden Wings are close to full wings, plus they also have the Golden Fish Secret Poison, which can 

convert silver mana power into gold mana power. Their blue strips are a bit longer than ordinary 

magicians. 

 

“Witch, why did you suddenly obtain the Golden Fish Secret Poison?” Ya Xiu looked through the 

operator catalog: “Did you get it today?” 

 

“Yeah!” Di Ya nodded her head: “A lot of things happened today, and then I suddenly believed that you 

really saw the golden fish. By the way, Jian Ji, can you teach me how to tease a man?” 

 

The head of the claws club blinked and met the sincere look in Diya’s eyes, and asked curiously: “Can’t 

you ask your sister?” 

 

“They just have a different way of thinking from mine, but our knowledge is the same. What I know, 

what they do, and vice versa.” Diya said: “Xiao Hei tells me, Jian Ji, you see it very well. Women who can 

play with men, let me learn from you!” 

 

Sonia glanced at Ah Xiu who was driving, and shook her head: “No, I have never been in a relationship.” 

 

Ah Xiu looked up at the counter-current golden rain in the sky: “The golden rain tonight is more dazzling 

than before, just like someone.” 

 



Sonia: “However, I can teach you some communication skills, which may make it easier for the other 

person to have a good impression of you. What kind of person is the other person?” 

 

≫▽<) Hmm~” Diya groaned: “Kind-hearted, handsome, responsible, humorous, cheerful, gentle, 

considerate, cute and loved…” 

 

“I see, in short, it’s the person you like to the bones.” Sonia rolled her eyes and pulled Dia to whisper. 

 

Originally, she wanted to show off the Meteor Tribulation in the quarter-finals tonight, but then I 

thought about it, she didn’t get the first place. Although the Meteor Tribulation was the most difficult, 

they couldn’t see it. She just used words. There is no way for them to understand how exciting they 

played this time. 

 

Moreover, viewers won’t praise her… 

 

As if noticing Jian Ji’s gaze, Ya Xiu said again: “I ate a small cake a few days ago, dipped in cream and 

honey, and the sweetness melted, reminding me of who.” 

 

Eat, eat, know to eat! 

 

After talking about a few tricks to tease a man, Sonia looked at Dia’s dull hair and couldn’t help but 

smile: “Are you very happy today?” 

 

“Yes!” 

 

“Encountered a good thing?” 

 

Diya blinked and shook her head: “It’s not a good thing.” 

 

“So who makes you happy is the one you like?” Sonia asked with a smile: “The one you can hug every 

day?” 

 



“Hee hee (*≧▽≦*).” Diya was a little shy, holding Sonia and acting like a baby: “Sword Ji is the one I kiss 

and hug every day.” 

 

The witch is indeed very happy, because of the “Assassination List”, An Nan dare not let Panji leave 

alone. After all, there are lessons from the past. Both Roger and Hlefes were assassinated by the Yisu 

royal family to realize the future in the weaving ceremony. If Panji dared to act alone, An Nan was afraid 

that he would not see his death in the news. 

 

Since Panji can’t go, Liz naturally doesn’t have to go. After all, everyone except Ashiu didn’t care about 

her life and death. Ash only mentioned that Lisy stayed. Although Igola seemed to have some opinions, 

An Nan immediately agreed. 

 

The next thing is very simple: until the day of the action, she and Ashiu went to the tower to rescue Nina 

together. The com knitting ceremony is over, and she can also recover her real body through the trial of 

the bronze dragon, and then…she can and Ashiu… 

 

Sonia looked at Deya’s happy smile from almost every hair, and she felt her mood improved. 

 

Asia Xiu seemed to have nothing to say: “I have seen a river full of stars, like the night sky flowing in the 

water, it is both bright and dreamy, as if anyone’s dreams are flowing in it.” 

 

Do viewers want to join our topic? Sonia gave him a strange look, but because of the scene when she 

first came in, she still didn’t care much about him. 

 

After a while, the sports car stopped in front of a mine entrance, and Ya Xiu said, “There is a group of 

ichthyosaurs inside. It is estimated that there are also the overlord creature Tyrannosaurus, but they 

must be brought out first…” 

 

“Let me come!” Deya couldn’t wait to jump off the sports car. She couldn’t wait to pass on the joy of her 

heart to the ichthyosaurs, crashing into the rain like a child. 

 

As soon as the witch left, Sonia’s expression immediately collapsed, and she slowly stepped off the 

sports car, without even looking at Sonia. Ah Xiu asked strangely: “Why are you in a bad mood?” 

 



“You want to control.” 

 

“I obviously did as you requested, so you can’t anger me!” 

 

“What’s the requirement?” The minister of the Claws Club glanced at him. 

 

“Praise you!” Ah Xiu said, “I heard that you won the quarter-finals. Didn’t I praise you right away?” 

 

“Where is it!” 

 

“Really, it’s just because there is a witch, so I can only praise you in a roundabout way.” 

 

“A little roundabout?” 

 

“Yeah.” Ya Xiu nodded again and again: “The dazzling golden rain against the current, the cake dipped in 

cream and honey, the river full of stars…” 

 

“I use the most beautiful thing in the world to describe you. You have to learn to sit in your seat.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 458: Witch's skills 

  

Will there be a country where the Four Pillars of the Church successfully subverts order and dominates 

one side? There, the leader of the cult is the ruler of the unity of theocracy; there, people who don’t 

believe in the Four Pillars of God will have to go to jail; there, everyone is bombarded with advertising 

spam sent by the Four Pillars of God every night, and cannot reply to TD. … 

 



There really is such a place. 

 

Ah Xiu looked through the handbook for the magician on hand. They accidentally killed a magician 

projection on the road. The witch looked at it for a while and found that there was a four-pillar sect that 

everyone was interested in, so she let him have a look-mainly because the white queen and other sisters 

did not allow Dia to watch this kind of about The intelligence of this evil god. 

 

As for Ya Xiu, it doesn’t matter. If the Four Pillars of God can really pollute, the cult leader’s body must 

be all shit, and there is no ‘human’ element at all, let alone the constant curse of eternal calamity still on 

him. He was worried that he would be contaminated by the Four Pillars God, just like Lala Fei was 

worried about whether he would become a foodstuff—this is something they can decide for themselves. 

 

The owner of this manual is a temple mage who belongs to a religious force. He is good at fire and 

blasting factions. He was once known as the ‘burst knight’, and is called blast for the time being. 

 

The manual format is a very common combat history, recording nine important battles from birth to 

death. It sounds a little bit small, but this is because Burst ignores all the battles he can easily win, so 

these nine battles are either evenly matched or disparity in power. Almost every battle is a life-and-

death battle. 

 

Out of these nine battles, Burst has five battles against the Four Pillars. Through the burst of impressions 

of the enemy, Ash and the others could see the rapid rise of the Four Pillar Cult: at first it was a “not 

worth mentioning heresy”, then it was a “troublesome thieves”, and when they met again it was a 

“temple competitor” “In the end, it even became “a powerful enemy that is difficult to contend” and “a 

nightmare that cannot be escaped”! 

 

In the beginning, it was to suppress the “War of Annihilation” of the Four Pillars, and then the “War of 

Retreat” that retreated, and finally the “War of Defence” to protect the temple. It can be seen that the 

temple was almost beaten by the Four Pillars. collapse. 

 

And it looks like it is another world line of Ya Xiu, anti-killing Gerald, subverting Kaimon City, and finally 

dominating the Blood Moon-is the Four Pillars of God in this country so mixed? 

 

One of the more concerning is that in the last battle, Burst did not actually think that the Temple would 

lose. “As long as the temple dispatches the final decisive weapon, this group of heretics must be 



destroyed.” This sentence has appeared many times, coupled with the fact that Burst is a two-wing 

magician, his self-confidence is by no means arrogant, but the temple is still destroyed by the base. 

 

The reason is that “that woman actually manipulated a weapon and turned her back, and she actually 

took refuge in the Four Pillar Cult.” 

 

Therefore, the three of Asia Xiu felt quite strange: The strongest combat power of a magician 

organization is not the magician himself, but a foreign object that can be manipulated? 

 

It’s not that they are full of the’arrogance of the magician.’ On the contrary, they all know that it is 

normal for the magician to be weaker than the artificial creation. It is generally weaker than drones, not 

to mention moving-even sanctuary magicians love to ride in cars. 

 

But the guns will rust, the drone can be broken, and the floating car can turn into a moving grave in a 

second. The power of the magician lies in the miracle that is above the rules, teleportation, blast, soul 

shock, time passing…Artificial creation can only be eclipsed under the miracle, and only the magician can 

compete with the magician. 

 

And the temple where the burst is located must have a sanctuary magician, maybe there is a legendary 

magician, but the strongest combat power is still a foreign object, that is to say, that kingdom can create 

a creation that is close to angelic combat power? 

 

Ah Xiu changed his mind, that is to say, the four-pillar **** cult over there has actually been joined by 

the angels! ? 

 

Although Ah Xiu didn’t have a good impression of the Four Pillars Cult, he couldn’t help but feel a little 

bitter towards the Four Pillars when he thought that his start was an escape game and others started a 

strategy game. 

 

Fortunately, Eternal Tribulation is always at the bottom, otherwise Asia Xiu would feel that he is the 

worst four-pillar religious area director. 

 

“However,” Ya Xiu looked at the details of the last battle: “The “woman” who defected…how does this 

description feel like deja vu? “Valley 



 

“It’s a little bit.” Sonia and Deya also nodded again and again. 

 

But the news from other countries is after all an inconsequential pastime. After reading this manual, Ya 

Xiu acquired a new skill “Mastery of Cavalry Warfare.” Although it was a riding battle, Burst was actually 

sitting on a motorcycle, so he was a riding archer moving at high speed, sounding **** and violent. 

 

But it’s more useful than “fishing proficiency”-the most recent way to move in Nabistine is motorcycles. 

With this “riding warfare proficiency”, Ya Xiu can also drag An Nan. 

 

Speaking of this, Ya Xiu couldn’t help taking a look at Diya: “How many skills do you have mastered the 

witch?” 

 

Since coming to Time Continent, the wizard manuals collected in the team have been given priority to 

the witches. In addition, three or four wizard projections can be killed every night. After thinking about 

it, Ah Xiu realized that the witch The amount of reading seems a bit outrageous. 

 

“Huh?” Diya was startled, and thought for a while: “In fact, most of them are useless skills. Sister Bai and 

the others think they are a little bit useful, and only “Financial Analysis”, “Political Power Technique”, 

“Analysis of Human Body Structure” “, “Social Ecology Research”, “Expression Management”, “Water 

Conservancy Engineering Research”, “Cryptography”, “Love Hunting”…” 

 

Deya randomly named more than a dozen skills. UU read www.uukanshu.com and said: “…and dozens 

of other skills. In fact, they are useless, but because I have not studied systematically, I can only rely on 

reading skills. Teacher’s manual to acquire all kinds of knowledge…” 

 

However, the leader of the cult and the village girl were dumbfounded at this time. They never expected 

that the most knowledgeable person here was the most dumb-looking witch. 

 

The illiterate is myself! 

 

“You are more than enough to be the emperor.” Sonia was a little envious: “With so many practical 

skills, it must be very helpful to your life, right?” 



 

“Huh?” Diya blinked. She recalled that Liz had to take care of Aunt Bojin’s hair, and she wanted Ash to 

accompany her when she slept. She would be able to eat, drink, and play after studying for a while every 

day, “Probably… yes?” 

 

Although the village girl who couldn’t read the wizard’s manual casually was envious but not jealous, 

after all, most of the high-value magic spirits in the team were handed over to her, but they could be 

exchanged for real money. 

 

It is precisely because of the financial surplus that she can even send money home, so she is qualified to 

pick on the olive branch handed by others, and does not need to sell her own value in advance for 

money. 

 

For example, the image endorsement, before and after the Meteor Tribulation, the merchants gave her 

a full 20 times difference. Although it is still not as good as the top Liu Yingji, it is enough to prove that 

her commercial value still has room for appreciation. 

 

If you can get the first place in the college league, then the village girl can take advantage of the trend to 

enter the film and television, release albums, and quickly become a top star at the same level as 

Dedaros. Even if she is not a noble, she can become a rich man herself! 

 

In this way, even if she is supporting a legendary magician, she is full of confidence! 

 

This is Sonia’s small goal: to earn enough money to support the legendary magician! 

 

After all, no matter how powerful the viewer is before rebirth, he should be a legendary magician, right? 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 459: Borrow the gospel 



  

After a brief rest, Ya Xiu continued to drive to the unknown area on the left side of the white bull. 

Because the White Bull is moving roughly counterclockwise, its left side is the interior of the Time 

Continent, and this part of the area is most likely to be located in the main city. 

 

Since the Oasis War, Ya Xiu and the others have passed through the Blood Tomb, Spider Tower, and 

Xingtang area one after another. There is nothing to say in the spider building area. Although the Queen 

Commander is likely to still fight outside, Ya Xiu and the others must take safety as the most important, 

collecting mana power all the way, and will not work overtime as soon as the time is up. 

 

They both have maps in the blood tomb and star hall areas. Taking advantage of the fact that it is the 

first round of the war, it takes time for the various forces to gather resources, they hurriedly searched 

for the resource points on the map. Rao is that they have acted immediately, and they are very good at 

arson, but on average, two of the five resource points are empty. 

 

As time goes by, the winning rate of resource points will further decrease. 

 

Tonight, they left the Star Hall area and came to an unfamiliar area of influence. Without a map, they 

couldn’t even pick up the broken pieces. So the plan a few days ago was put on the agenda again-to find 

the main city in other areas, and guide the spider tower to come to the war. , And then they made war 

fortune to collect spirits, commander’s manual and maps! 

 

If you can collect all maps of the Time Continent, it is also possible to get the truth of the colorful tail 

and unlock the fast channel award on the third layer of the virtual world! 

 

But the question is, where are the main cities of other regions? 

 

The main cities of the Star Hall and the Blood Tomb were close to the inner side of the Time Continent, 

so Ya Xiu drove to the inner area to try his luck. He didn’t have to find the main city, because according 

to past experience, there must be patrols around the main city, and if you find these patrol groups, you 

can naturally find the main city. 

 

It stands to reason that with the exploratory efficiency of a sports car, it is normal to meet the Heroic 

Legion several times in one night, but Ya Xiu and the others have been strolling in the inner area for 



almost two hours and they have not found the Heroic Legion. When they didn’t want to meet before, 

the Heroic Legion was like a fool. Follow; now I want to find them, but I can’t find them. 

 

After all, “Shit without paper” has expired, and Ya Xiu has no reason to shirk responsibility. He can only 

admit that this time he made a mistake. 

 

“Watcher, you leaked it out.” 

 

“Huh?” Ya Xiu lowered his head and glanced at his crotch subconsciously. 

 

“I mean, your spiritism is leaking out.” Sonia pointed to the spiritism on Ash’s shoulder, who was shining 

purple light, painting the space across like a watercolor pen. 

 

Ah Xiu was stunned when he saw the spirits of spiritism, and then he looked down at the map of the 

Void Realm-there was indeed no Heroic Legion around, and there was no information about the main 

city! 

 

But the reaction of the spiritist spirit is obviously the stress response triggered by the secret incarnation 

when entering the main city area, just like the repelling behavior of a kitten entering the domain of 

other cats! 

 

Not around, not on the ground, there is only one possibility left. 

 

The three of Asia Xiu looked up to the sky, but the rain curtain of the upstream golden rain concealed all 

the secrets. The bright golden light was the best thing to look out for. After thinking for a moment, Ya 

Xiu said, “Be prepared.” 

 

The sword girl and the witch immediately entered the state of combat readiness. The sports car ejected 

evil blades and spewed poisonous mist, and drew circles on the ground like a doughnut. The spirits of 

spirits also smeared the space, and the golden rain screen was torn out purple holes. . 

 

“You unexpectedly found the main city of’Garden’, I thought you would pick the blood tomb or Xingtang 

first~” 



 

Although they had been mentally prepared, even this was the development they were looking forward 

to, but after hearing the empress’s lazy voice, Ya Xiu and the others couldn’t help their scalp numb and 

their bodies tightened. When they looked back, they saw Denzel and the eight-headed weaver emerge 

from the web. She was still in the form of a’girl of the secret’, with the spider web blindfold wrapped 

around her eyes, and the white bandage could not cover the graceful body curve. , Is lying lazily on the 

eight-headed weaver spider. 

 

“But the garden is best at defending.” Denzel raised his head and looked at the sky above: “Fighting is 

the most troublesome…hey, don’t go, since you voluntarily run to other main cities, that is to say, you 

want to Cooperate?” 

 

“That’s right.” Ya Xiu stared at the map of the Void Realm, and didn’t dare to relax for a second. Once 

the Heroic Soul Legion approached him, he would immediately run away: “But I can’t believe you.” 

 

“This world is more worth relying on than trust. It is profit.” Denzel smiled: “Little lover, tell me what 

you want? What your magicians want should be the commander’s manual, maps, and spirits. Are these 

things that the commander exploded? These things are meaningless to us, we can give you.” 

 

As she spoke, more and more Heroic Souls came out of the spider web, and thunderous footsteps came 

from behind the rain curtain, and Ya Xiu and the others had to stay away a little further, “I don’t believe 

you.” 

 

“Then what do you want to do~” Denzel held his chin with his left hand, and smiled: “You will definitely 

not sign the contract. Or we can collect the loot and give it to you? You can also put forward your 

requirements and suggestions. It can be talked about. After all, we basically have no way to regain your 

secret avatar, and you have a speed higher than ours. I have no choice but to cooperate—” 

 

“Then you tear up the contract.” Ah Xiu said suddenly. 

 

“Huh? What contract?” Denzel tilted his head: “Did you say you wanted to linger with me to death in the 

wooden house?” 

 

“The compulsory contract you signed with us.” Ah Xiu said calmly, “Since you don’t intend to seize the 

secret incarnation, then cancel the contract, otherwise it means you are still trying to calculate us.” 



 

After a moment of silence, Denzel shook his head: “I don’t have the ability to tear up the contract–” 

 

“Goodbye!” Gu 

 

Ah Xiu left without hesitation. Although the treatment given by the Queen Commander was indeed 

tempting, he must be full of traps! 

 

If they follow the Queen’s commander’s thinking and try to build an agreement that is as “safe” as 

possible with wisdom, they will inevitably be caught by the Queen for the third time. The Queen has 

proved that she is indeed the best at dealing with smart people. Especially those who are smart and 

greedy! 

 

More importantly, the empress has great insights into human nature. The last time she almost split the 

team, the witch was distracted, so how could Ah Xiu dare to talk to her? Going on, she was afraid that 

she would tease Jian Ji more and more jealously and suspiciously. 

 

Therefore, Asia would rather take the risk of searching on the edge of the battlefield than conspiring 

with the queen. This woman is simply a spider venom widow, just stay away from her web. 

 

… 

 

Watching the sports car draw a purple mark and disappear into the rain, Denzel chuckled: “It’s really 

smarter…” 

 

“Isn’t they really the bait you released?” A voice came from the side, “Can a magician take the concept 

avatar from the poisonous widow?” 

 

“Laugh as you want, and I won’t kill allies.” Denzel turned his head and glanced behind him: “At least not 

yet.” 

 

The Legion of Heroic Souls continued to emerge from the spider web, but the Legion that came this time 

was completely different from the Legion of the Spider Tower. Their overall tone was mainly black and 



green, and their armor was thick and hideous. Most units wear shackles, or necks, or limbs. It’s like a 

nightmare floating up. If the Spider Tower Legion is mysterious and dangerous, then they are wild and 

violent, just like escaped prisoners who want to smash everything. 

 

The person who talked to Denzel was all hidden in the black and green armor, with a giant sword in one 

hand and a short knife in one hand, and there were only a pair of dark green pupils under the visor. 

 

But Denzel is very familiar with him, after all, after a thousand years of war, it is difficult for both sides to 

know it or not-the chief commander of the oasis, the rambler! 

 

As the commanders who participated in the first session of the “Six Kingdoms”, Denzel and the Edifier 

are undoubtedly the oldest heroes. In thousands of years, due to changes in the area of influence, the 

spider tower has also bordered the oasis, and there have been countless battles between them. Denzel 

even killed the rambler once, but the rambler was resurrected and returned. 

 

“The soul fragments I retrieved do not support the laugh function.” 

 

“Then are you ready?” Denzel said lightly: “According to the covenant, your Oasis will be responsible for 

the second wave of pioneer siege. But before that, you must first knock down the garden… Cobwebs are 

not good at this kind of thing, you guys. Can you use the Silent Spiral?” 

 

“No problem~www.mtlnovel.com~ Edifier said: “But before this time, we need to talk about a 

cooperation-cooperation on reality. ” 

 

“Reality?” Denzel raised his eyebrows: “What does reality have to do with us?” 

 

“Our subordinate country has a little problem recently, and I hope to borrow some people from your 

country.” 

 

“What’s the problem with your subordinate country, what does it matter to you? And there is a problem 

in the country, you let Sen Luo Zhan the master——” 

 

Denzelton paused, and suddenly realized something: “No way…?” 



 

“Don’t talk about the reality, Lord Zhan’s situation is so bad that he can’t directly contact the weaver, so 

he entrusted me to contact you.” The rambler did not shy away, and has fallen into borrowing from 

other countries. No amount of concealment can conceal the weakness of his own **** master: “As a 

price for requesting support, Oasis is willing to help Spider Tower win the War of Containment with all 

its strength this time.” 

 

“Aren’t you afraid that the weaver took the opportunity to send someone to infiltrate your country?” 

Denzel couldn’t help asking. 

 

“The passage of the Void Realm has been opened so many times over the past millennia, and mutual 

infiltration has occurred countless times long ago, and this is not the case. Moreover, compared with the 

infiltration of the weaver, the vicious diseases in the kingdom are even more intolerable.” 

 

“What happened in your country?” 

 

“Four Pillars of God.” The saunterer said concisely. 

 

Denzel’s expression was a little serious: “Is Lord Zhan’s situation related to the Four Pillar God?” 

 

The rambler shook his head, wondering whether it was negative or not. 

 

“Then what support do you need?” Denzel asked, “How many legendary magicians? Or a legion?” 

 

“Lord Zhan meant that he would borrow someone anyway. He wanted to solve all the troubles at once.” 

The rambler said: “We want to borrow the most important treasure in your kingdom.” 

 

“Gospel.” 

 

  

  

  



 

Chapter 460: Secret power 

  

In the hotel, Ya Xiu opened his eyes, feeling that his back was very cold, and his arms were cold—the 

ground floor was very humid. 

 

Wait, how can I lie down on the floor? 

 

Ya Xiu sat up and saw Liz, who was wearing a seal nightgown, occupying the entire single bed in a ‘big’ 

shape. She didn’t even know that she had been kicked off. 

 

Looking at those little feet that kept stretching out of the quilt, Ya Xiu seemed to be able to see how he 

was stretched out of bed by this guy bit by bit. 

 

Covered the little seal with a quilt, Ya Xiu sat on the chair next to him, without turning on the light, and 

called out the “Secret Poison Diary”, and started writing tonight’s experience and gains from the back—

the front is the adventure in chronological order. Experience, followed by the major events in life that he 

thinks need to be recorded immediately. The magician who picked up the copy of his diary also seemed 

to like to read his diary, and the reading volume of the diary rose steadily. 

 

Although it was a diary that was only read by one person, Ah Xiu also wrote very detailedly. Although his 

writing ability was not good, his attitude was very correct. 

 

“…The spiral flame penetrates the sky like a spear, and the countercurrent golden rain in the entire area 

is dissipated, and vines and giant trees are quickly grown from the ground illuminated by the flame. 

Even if we are far away and the sports car has been shaken to its side, we are all As the inertia flew out, I 

used the sword barrier to protect the witch, but I could only hug the sword girl and roll…” 

 

“This is probably the miracle controlled by the oasis. It is not the same as the space transfer of the 

spider web. Its normal effect is the miracle of the city. Then it happened that I should not be able to, at 

least not be able to see many times in my life-the entire main city fell towards The earth, we are just 

below it. It is worth mentioning that Jian Ji actually shrank in fear and sang in my ear quietly. I can laugh 

at her about this in the future.” 

 



“Of course the main city didn’t come down directly, otherwise they would be crushed to pieces. The 

main city stayed tens of meters above the sky. When we looked up, we could see this amazing inverted 

main city full of shiny orange sunflowers. The garden True to its name, the color of the entire main city is 

very close to that of the upstream golden rain, no wonder it is completely invisible from the ground…” 

 

“Different from other major cities, perhaps as a price for standing in the sky, the main garden city does 

not have defensive capabilities. The spider tower and the oasis shot upwards in a round and wiped out 

one-tenth of the flowers. The flowers are obviously gardens. The Chinese medicine resources in the 

main city, the initiative of the battlefield is therefore changed to the hands of the invaders. The Garden 

Legion must land on the ground and fight against the Spider Tower Oasis… In fact, it is also normal. If the 

garden can both float and defend, other legions must fly up to invade. The advantage of the garden is 

too great, almost invincible.” 

 

“Although there is no balance mechanism in this world, God Lord is not that he will not turn the table. If 

you are unfair, He will make you fair.” 

 

“Thanks to the melee, we successfully grabbed 3 commander’s manuals, 4 spiritism spirits, and maps of 

the garden and spider building, and retreated smoothly before the refracting curtain wall shattered. 

Among them, the spiritism spirits were three gardens and one spider. Lou, my spiritist spirit lights up 

orange and purple, and the special three-color anchor is advanced to the five-color anchor… 

Unfortunately, I didn’t get the map of the oasis. Now I still have two maps to light up the entire time 

continent. .” 

 

“The Commander’s Handbook is one for each of us. Actually, I want to give two copies to Jian Ji and one 

to the Witch. After all, I am more casual with factions, but I am worried that the Witch feels unfair. 

Maybe the Witch doesn’t care, but I can’t help it. , It feels like raising two daughters, you have to always 

pay attention to whether there is a bowl of water…but at least they won’t kick me out of the car.” 

 

“Looking back on it carefully, I feel like I said something very shameful to Jian Ji tonight, but I won’t write 

it down, presumably you are not interested in reading it either.” 

 

After closing the Secret Poison Diary, Ya Xiu fell into deep thought. 

 

In fact, there was one thing he didn’t write in his diary: On the battlefield, they forcibly killed a Spider 

Tower commander. To this end, both Jian Ji and the witch are armed with the sixth-level arms “Bunker 

Warriors”. Under the effect of the secret incarnation of the “mysterious power”, they are regarded as 



neutral units in the spider building, and they infiltrate the spider building commander and violently 

attack. . 

 

Otherwise, the spider building oasis encircles the crushing situation of the garden. Unless the garden 

also uses miracles, how can the spider building commander be killed? 

 

The reason why Ah Xiu and others took such a risk was to unlock the second power of the secret 

incarnation. There is no better chance of assassination than on the battlefield. Fortunately, Asia Xiu 

temporarily upgraded the refraction curtain wall to level 11, otherwise they would really not be able to 

get out of the battlefield. 

 

However, the power that has been unlocked with great pains is somewhat subtle— 

 

“Secret power: you close your lips, no one can know the deepest secret in your heart, but the secret is 

also guarding your soul. You can’t tell the secret that you value most, and the more you want to talk, the 

secret effect will be The stronger.” 

 

In the viewer’s personal interface, Ya Xiu also saw an additional effect: 

 

“Secret-keeping (13% confession): Your mental resistance is increased by 13%, and the adaptability of 

your soul to the gods of similar factions is increased by 13%.” 

 

Ah Xiu immediately remembered the information they had obtained from the mermaid. The reason why 

Harvey could be in charge of the gods in the future was because he had obtained an incarnation of a 

dead spirit-related concept in the Time Continent. At that time, Ya Xiu was still wondering whether the 

secret incarnation would have a similar effect, but he didn’t expect it to be opened like this. 

 

The power of keeping secrets is indeed powerful. After all, it increases the adaptability to hold the gods. 

This is the ladder to the sky, the way of angels. However, it didn’t make sense to Ashiu and the others—

not to mention that they were just two-winged golden mage, even if it was a three-winged sanctuary, 

there was still a long way to go to the gods! 

 

In online games, this means that low-level players have the ability to wear **** costumes, but the 

problem is, **** costumes too! ? 



 

As soon as he thought of this, Ya Xiu felt that the gods were really insidious. The person who needs the 

conceptual avatar the most is undoubtedly the four-winged legendary magician, but the conceptual 

avatar seems to only appear in the Time Continent. At that time, the legendary magician was just a two-

winged weak bird who had to run away when meeting the Heroic Soul Legion. I met the best you at my 

age with nothing.’ If you miss it, there will be no chance. 

 

In fact, what Ya Xiu cares more about is-keeping secret power, which secret of his has been sealed? 

 

Crossing? Technician’s Manual? Even Veeva feels abnormal XP? Still talking about his mind… 

 

Jian Ji and the Witch were still enthusiastic about trying it out for him. At a glance, Ya Xiu could see that 

they were just trying to hollow out their dark history, so naturally they quickly slipped away. 

 

However, the talk rate was only 13%, which meant that he didn’t intend to speak out, and it was useless 

if Ya Xiu thought more. Speaking of the secret power, this setting is also quite abnormal. The more you 

pay attention to it, the more you want to talk, the less it will let you say, the stronger the attribute 

bonus is given-it feels that only assassins or secret admirers can display the true power of this power. 

power. 

 

Thinking of this, Ah Xiu called out the gospel and turned to “Ollora’s Handbook for the Magician”-

“Material Procurement”. 

 

After uploading the cheap Shu Ling that Jian Ji didn’t want tonight, Ya Xiu’s points finally broke the 328 

mark! 

 

In other words, he can purchase 328 points, which can trigger a “box of source crystals” with double 

rewards for the first charge! Valley 

 

However, Ya Xiu is not interested in drawing cards. After all, the “Sword and Dragon Dances Limited 

Search” has long ended, and he did not have the opportunity to draw out the limited costume “Hana 

Marriage: Sword Girl”. 

 

In fact, he didn’t really want to see it, mainly because he wanted to buy clothes for Jian Ji to reward her. 



 

Although Ash can use the Gospel to strengthen his ‘mind’, and even in the regular card pool, he can get 

the items he needs, but the problem is that he doesn’t have the items he particularly wants now-and he 

can’t get what he wants. 

 

It is dangerous to sneak into the palace to assassinate the princess, but there are no items in the regular 

card pool that can allow him to quickly increase his combat power. As for the new operators…to be 

honest, it is not suitable to join the new operators these days, at least until the knitting ceremony is 

over, he Bringing Liz as Igola’s dowry maid to be a borer at Beldette’s house, then he has the energy to 

deal with more complicated interpersonal relationships. 

 

It is best to create another limited pool, and then Na Ya Xiu will have a strong desire for krypton gold. 

Even if there is no “flower marriage”, but swimsuits, cheongsams, priests, veils, and maids can be 

arranged! 

 

Therefore, Ya Xiu continued to store these points and waited until the desire to draw cards surged. 

 

I don’t even have the urge to draw cards, how could it be shipped! ? 

 

At this time Liz caught two on the bed. She rubbed her eyes and sat up without catching anything. She 

looked around with sleepy eyes and saw Ah Xiu. She yawned and lay back. She patted on the bed a few 

times. The urging sound of’Hmm’. 

 

“what?” 

 

“Come to sleep…” 

 

“I woke up.” 

 

“Then I won’t sleep anymore.” Liz walked over and sat down on the chair next to her. 

 

“Children with insufficient sleep will not grow up in the future!” 



 

“I’m not afraid!” 

 

“Speaking of it, I suddenly remembered one thing.” Ah Xiu said: “After the knitting ceremony is over, can 

you still go back to be a princess?” 

 

“what?” 

 

“Regardless of whether the action is successful or not, you have no reason to stay outside. UU reading 

www.uukanshu.com and you are also the royal family of Yisu with only blood. The royal family of Yisu 

won’t let you live among the people, right? You will then? Wouldn’t you go back to the palace and 

continue to be a princess?” 

 

In the darkness, Liz stared at Ah Xiu with her eyes wide open: “Dad, do you want me?” 

 

“no-” 

 

“Then why are you asking this! You said before that we will live together after the knitting ceremony is 

over!” 

 

“The problem is here,” said Ya Xiu, “Where shall we live?” 

 

“Hey?” Liz was stunned, this question was a bit esoteric to her. 

 

“After leaving the funeral, I have no contacts, real estate or even a job. I feel that the quality of life will 

drop off a cliff, and the “Princess of Yisu” sounds much better than the “Daughter of Ah Xiu”—” 

 

“Who said it, it’s obviously the latter one is super invincible!” 

 

“Since this is a little troublesome,” Yaxiu scratched his head: “If I’m alone, I can sleep in a cardboard 

suitcase at the bottom of the bridge, but you have to work a little bit harder. In order to live a happy life, 

I roughly have three proposals. —” 



 

“First, I betrayed my hue and beg An Nan to support us.” 

 

Liz lowered her head and shook her calf: “I don’t want stepmother now…” 

 

“Second, we begged Igula to sell her hue and let Bel Dette take care of us.” 

 

“This is good,” Liz said, “but Aunt Bokin seems to have been reluctant.” 

 

“Then you can only choose the third option.” Ya Xiu said, “Let the substitute go out to work and earn 

money to support the family.” 

 

“But the double can’t make much money, right?” Liz thought for a while, “but it doesn’t matter, as long 

as I’m with my dad, it’s okay to be a little poor Liz—” 

 

“No, no matter how hard it is, I can’t suffer the child, even if it is for your happy life, I will work hard!” Ah 

Xiu said loudly. 

 


